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NAMIBIA

Ancient Desert
Etosha National Park
Atlantic Ocean
Damara Land
Himba Village

WILDLIGHT SAFARIS

ITNERARY

NAMIBIA GUIDED SAFARI

DAY 1
Arrival in Windhoek, meet with the
Wildlight Safaris team for an onward
transfer to your lodge. Settle in
and acclimatise

We gather for a briefing

and a bite to eat.

DAY 2 & 3
Let's depart for the desert! it is a scenic
half day drive with plenty of stops. We
climb the towering red sand dunes, we
explore canyons and experience
incredible sunrises & sunsets in amazing
remote scenery.

DAY 4
We drive to the Atlantic Ocean and
enjoy the quirky town of Swakopmund.
The ocean is raw & rough, and what
about some dune skiing or visiting the
old shipwrecks in front of the coast?

INFO@WILDLIGHTSAFARIS.COM
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NZ$4,480
US$2,980
€2,660

DAY 5 & 6
The geographical wonders of
Damaraland are the subject in our
next destination. We will visit ancient
rock painting sites and may come
across the desert adapted Elephants.

DAY 7
Experience the most extraordinary
day in the Himba village. We will
learn all about traditional living from
these beautiful indigenious people.
Our accommodation is a quirky film
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A scenic helicopter flight over 3 very large

A full day riding is planned and we will
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Let's take the Helicopter and explore

DAY 8 & 9

Milford Sounds on foot and by boat,

Spot Rhino, Lion,

Elephant , Zebra and many more
species at the various watering holes,

before being dropped to do the

DAY 9

Vanguard biking track. This will be the day
to bring the camera with!

DAY 11
Onward travel....

have cameras at hand

DAY 10
At leisurely pace we depart to
Windhoek for your onward travel. We
can arrange an extra night in Windhoek
to digest this incredible adventure.
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THE DETAILS
WHO: Anybody keen to share an adventure
WHERE: Namibia
WHEN: 08 - 17 May 2020 - small group safari
WHAT'S INCLUDED:
9 nights accommodation, 10 days guided adventure
All transfers
Most meals & National Park fees
Comfortable accommodation
WHAT'S EXCLUDED:
Air travel (we can assist)
Travel & equipment insurance
Beverages - some meals (dinner in Swakopmund and on arrival day)
Additional safari nights (we can book)
€2,660/US$2,980/NZ$4,480 per person, twin share
€315/US$ 345/NZ$550 single supplement

info@wildlightsafaris.com

BOOK NOW
We strongly advise to book early!
To secure your preferred dates of travel Wildlight Safaris
requires an immidiate commitment deposit of $400, and
20% deposit by 01 Jan 2020. The balance is due 8
weeks before departure. A payment plan can be
arranged.
We can assist with your fligths from home to Namibia as
well with any stop over nights in Johannesburg or

NAMIBIA

Windhoek, or Victoria Falls.

YOUR HOST
This Namibia safari is guided by Patricia Ko, who has lived
ffor many years in Southern Africa and travelled extensively
in Namibia. She cannot wait to share this adventure with
you. Wildlight Safaris' back up team will make sure all will
roll smoothly and assist you with all preparations such as
flights, pre safari nighs and what to bring
info@wildlightsafaris.com
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